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Clarifications – Decision 20 February 2016 
 
 

Airworth Travel & Tours Pvt Ltd vs. IATA India 
 
 
Invoking their right according to Resolution 820e, §2.10 both Airworth Travel and IATA have asked 
for “interpretation or correction” of the Decision dated 20 February 2016. 
 
I will respond to the questions and statements as they appear in the respective requests for 
clarifications, starting with The Applicant (Airworth´s) request. The below “answers” are an integral 
part of the Decision. 
 
 
Request for clarifications by Airworth Travels 
 
 

1. The Decision´s bullet point 3 and also answers to Airworth §1a – f. 
 

The “45 days access” referred to in the Decision is to enable Agents to view/monitor 
subsequent billings (ADMs and ACMs) and also facilitates the possibility to request 
tentative refunds directly from BSP Participating Airlines. 

 
After default, any request for refund has to be done directly to the concerned 
Airline who after approval can submit a credit in favour of the Agent into the BSP or 
settle outside the BSP (via IATA) with the Agent since the possibility for BSP 
Participating Airlines (according to Reso 818g Att “A” §1.10.2 (iv)) to settle through 
BSP is only open for 30 days after default notice. 

 
Ergo, and according to what has been practiced in Area 2, the Agent has another 15 
days (in total 45) to “react” on any “subsequent billing” done within the 30 days 
possibilities for BSP Participating Airlines allowed above. 

 
As practiced in Area 2, I was under the assumption that the above “clarification” has 
been, made clear by IATA-India towards Airworth when issuing the Notice of Default.  

 
As explained above, and best of my understanding Airworth did have viewing access 
as claimed by IATA. “Refund applications” as also admitted by Airworth, was allowed 
by all Airlines except by AIR India and Jet Airways. (Also supported by The Decision 
bullet point 10).  

 
The amount of 300 million rupees is considered as a speculative amount since the 
claim is subject to Airlines approval of refunds. This Office cannot draw conclusions 
other than this is a bilateral “dispute” which has to be settled directly with the 
concerned Airlines. Air India and Jet Airways included.  
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I have no recollection about Mr D´Cruz confirming at The Hearing that refunds 
could be made: “without any consent of the passenger”.  

 
A dispute should be raised directly with concerned Airlines. 
 
 

2. GDS reopening rights 
 
Bullet point 4 in the Decision is supported by bullet point 9 requesting IATA “to assist” in 
regaining the monitoring possibilities. “To assist“ shall be understood as informing GDS 
provider about their contractual obligations towards Airworth since they obviously do not 
“understand or honour” that agreement. 
 
 

3. Time of Termination 
 
As decided in bullet points 5 and 6, my view is, that solely based upon the ruling of the High 
Court of Delhi IATA had no right to execute the Notice of Termination without waiting for a 
TAC Decision confirming the Termination. 
 

 
4. “Unlawful” voiding of tickets 

 
I will call a “spade” a “spade”, and the Decision reflects reality. Please also see my 
comments regarding this “issue” responding to IATA´s request for clarifications. 
 

 
5. Decision bullet points 8,9 and 10 

 
Have been answered above, disputes over ADMs / ACMs or requests for refunds are 
“subject to Airlines approval” and have to be done directly with the concerned Airlines as 
mandated in Resolutions 850m. 
 
In regards to 5 i), best of my understanding, IATA has assisted and Airworth can use parts 
of the Decision as substantiating their claim against any GDS which still might be in doubt 
of their contractual obligations vis-a-vis Airworth. 
 
    

6. Insurance cover and invocation of Bank Guarantee (BG)  
 
Bullet point 11 of The Decision is clear and has not been, supported by evidence of the 
contrary, contested during the time allowed to ask for correction.  
  
Regarding invocation of the BG. Best of my understanding this was done in October 2015 
after a second Court order. By that I deem the invocation of the BG as according to 
Resolutions.   
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Request for clarifications by IATA 
 
 

• Regarding “acceptance“ of unauthorized voiding of tickets 
 
During this review it has, beyond doubt, come to light that “unauthorised” voiding of tickets 
(meaning without consulting the passenger) is practised in India. I accept IATA´s 
statements in regards of Reso requirements and also that IATA: “…has no “policing” duties 
requested by it´s Member Airlines…”  

 
By that it is my conclusion that it would be unacceptable for IATA to use the information 
provided during this review in a discriminatory way against Airworth, unless explicitly 
requested to do so by Member Airlines. 
 
 

• “Assist” to gain access to GDS  
 
Has been clarified above and for clarity reasons, as requested,  I reiterate that neither 
“ticketing authorities” nor “credit facilities” can be allowed until fully reinstated. 
 
 

• Clarifications to IATA BSP Participating Airlines (bullet 10) 
 
Obviously not all IATA BSP Participating Airlines are aware of their obligations according to 
Resolutions and I cannot find a more suitable “body” than IATA to “educate” those Member 
Airlines who “do doubt” that Agents can submit requests for refunds directly to BSP 
Participating Airlines after disconnected from refund possibilities via BSP. 
 
 

• “Refund directly” to Agent or Passenge 
 
The Decision merely states that there might be legitimate claims for refund and those 
should be acknowledged before determining the “total outstanding”  
 
Whether the accepted refund is credit to the Agent or passenger directly is not part of The 
Decision.  

 
 
Finally, I believe all aspects, where IATA has a claim to clarify in regards of: “Comments on 
Airworth´s letter dated 28 February 2016” have been answered above. 
 
 
 
Stockholm 10 March 2019 
 
 
Andreas Körösi 
Travel Agency Commissioner Area 2, as Deputy for Area 3. 


